We present the first large-scale identification of lariats-the transient branched introns that are released as a byproduct of pre-mRNA splicing. The locations of the branchpoints in these introns provide insight into the early steps of splicing. From this data set, we have developed a comprehensive model of 3′ splice-site selection, identified new mechanisms of alternative splicing and mapped the distribution of splicing factors around branchpoints.
We present the first large-scale identification of lariats-the transient branched introns that are released as a byproduct of pre-mRNA splicing. The locations of the branchpoints in these introns provide insight into the early steps of splicing. From this data set, we have developed a comprehensive model of 3′ splice-site selection, identified new mechanisms of alternative splicing and mapped the distribution of splicing factors around branchpoints.
Pre-mRNA contains short sequences coding for proteins (exons) interrupted by long, noncoding sequences (introns). The process called splicing connects two exons and releases the intron as a branched RNA (Fig. 1a, lariat) . The lariats are produced in an equal quantity to the exon junctions in mRNA, but they degrade rapidly. Almost all we know about splicing in vivo comes from mRNA: hundreds of thousands of splice sites have been mapped from mRNA and genomic alignments, but fewer than 100 lariats have been characterized in vivo. Consequently, the mechanism of 3′ splice site (3′ss) selection is poorly understood. Here, we report what is, to our knowledge, the first large-scale detection of the transcript branchpoints from deepsequencing data.
Reverse transcriptase approaching the branchpoint by reading through the 5′ splice site (5′ss) occasionally traverses the branched nucleotide to copy the region of intronic RNA immediately upstream of the branchpoint 1 . This read contains two juxtaposed intronic segments that align in an inverted order, defining the 5′ss and the branchpoint (Fig. 1a) . Reasoning that this same read-through phenomenon occurs during the construction of deep-sequencing libraries, we screened 1.2 billion total RNA reads for these unconventional, inverted alignments 2 . We found 2,118 reads that corresponded to 861 lariats from 759 U2-dependent introns and a single read from a U12-dependent intron (Fig. 1a) . An additional 3% (70 lariats) corresponded to events with no transcript support. Although nine of these reads suggested splicing events that occurred deep within an intron, the lariat more often appeared to have arisen from a known site splicing to a nearby cryptic site (61 lariats). Overall, the data suggest that splicing occurs with high fidelity. None of the recovered lariats corresponded to recursive splicing or trans-splicing events that could be corroborated by transcript data or, in the case of recursive splicing, by nearby composite splice sites.
There appear to be differences between introns in terms of lariat abundance and the number of branchpoints used. It is known that branchpoints are functional elements whose disruption can result in a loss of splicing activity. (For example, numerous hereditary disease alleles in branch-point motifs result in splicing defects 3 Supplementary Fig. 1 shows the distribution of site multiplicity across introns). Analysis of sequence conservation supports this notion of two classes of introns. If an intron splices via a single branchpoint, we found its branchpoint region to be 17 times more conserved than those in introns that use alternate branchpoints (P value = 10 −22 by t-test; see Online Methods). Short introns were sampled at a higher rate than long introns, even after correction for transcript abundance ( Supplementary  Fig. 2 ). For pre-mRNAs that undergo exon skipping, we detected expected levels of 'branch-site skipping' (lariats that encompass the skipped exon) consistent with an early-commitment model in which splice sites pair together before the first catalytic step of splicing ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ) 4 .
Within annotated introns, 80% of the branchpoints mapped between 18 and 35 nucleotides (nt) upstream of the 3′ss (Fig. 1a) . Of the 15 lariats validated in a nested RT-PCR-and-sequencing strategy, 11 mapped to within 2 nt of the predicted branchpoints (Fig. 1a,  Supplementary Table 2 ). About 3% of all branchpoints appeared to map to the last intronic position (that is, the 3′ss), suggesting circularization. Some of these circles could be validated by RT-PCR in human cell lines, and, in both cases that we tested, circularization also occurred in the orthologous intron in mouse, as determined using brain RNA samples (Supplementary Fig. 3 ). However, these products did not seem to arise directly through splicing. The RNA appeared to have been spliced via a conventional lariat and then been circularized through a 3′-to-5′ linkage, possibly through a third nucleophilic attack or a debranching-and-ligation event. Unlike in branched RNA, the nucleotide in the circle corresponding to the last intronic position was not associated with the elevated substitution rate (40-fold) typical of reverse transcription through a 2′-to-5′ linkage ( Supplementary Fig. 4 , P < 10 −12 ) and of some examples of circles spliced via conventionally located branchpoints Fig. 1a, lane 23) . Overall, these data suggest that there is an optimal branch-point location relative to the 3′ss. Branchpoints that map to the class of skipped exons, whose recognition is conditional, are located on average 15 nt upstream of this optimal distance (Fig. 1b) . Alternative 3′ss exons have a bimodal distribution of branchpoints. Almost half (44%) of these branchpoints appear to enforce the usage of the distal 3′ss by mapping downstream of, on or within a few nucleotides of the proximal site. This analysis suggests that branchpoint location can determine splice site selection.
The existence of this data set of branchpoints provides an opportunity to test existing models of splice site recognition. For example, the widely accepted model of AG selection proposes a downstream scanning mechanism that starts from the branchpoint and selects the first AG for the 3′ss 5 . For 80% of the branchpoints, the first downstream AG is indeed the annotated 3′ss (P < 0.001, by permutation test). This phenomenon has been used to predict branchpoints by the ' AG exclusion zone' that often exists between the branchpoint and the 3′ss 6 . Other criteria have been proposed to modify this scan (such as secondary structure, context around the AG, distance to neighboring AGs and an optimal distance between the branchpoint and AG) [7] [8] [9] [10] . To determine the relative importance of these influences, we used the branchpoint data to fit the process of AG selection to a decision tree. A decision tree optimized by the ID3 algorithm finds the most concise and effective hierarchy of decisions to explain the process of branchpoint selection 11 . Because this framework is hierarchical, like the underlying scanning process, an optimal decision tree could provide insight about the dominance of these mechanisms and the order in which they are applied in vivo. For example, certain criteria previously 
reported to affect AG selection (such as secondary structure and AG context) did not contribute to the accuracy of our implementation of this classifier. Instead, almost all 3′ss decisions made after lariat formation could be explained by distances of the AGs to the branchpoint and to each other. Optimizing the decision tree by testing a range of constraints returned four scenarios of 3′ss recognition that used the following types of spatial information: a preference for the first AG, a minimal distance (8 nt) and an optimal distance (16-25 nt) from the branchpoint (Fig. 1c) . Separating the data into a testing set and training set using these optimized parameters returned a correct prediction rate of 95.6% for AG dinucleotides located downstream of identified branchpoints. This approach organized the conclusions of numerous biochemical case studies into a general unifying mechanism that is, in general, simpler and more complete than the models proposed in the separate studies. Finally, the availability of a large set of branchpoints allowed for the description of the architecture of RNA-protein interactions around the 3′ termini of introns. Overlaying genome-wide maps of splicingfactor binding reveals nonuniform distributions around the database of branchpoints [12] [13] [14] [15] (Fig. 2) . In general, hnRNP proteins avoid the branchpoint (Fig. 2b, Overlaying these data suggests that the binding is phased in two registers around the branchpoint (that is, hnRNP C appears to contact the RNA either immediately upstream or downstream of the branchpoint). RNA maps illustrate the importance of position to splicing-factor function. To date, this type of analysis has classified binding-site function relative to splice sites; however, this is an incomplete division. With the availability of branchpoints, pre-mRNAs can be fully resolved into regions delimited by the main functional landmarks of splicing: the splice sites and the branchpoints.
MeThods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper.
Note: Supplementary information is available in the online version of the paper. oNLINe MeThods
Lariat discovery. Data set. Lariat reads were identified in the Illumina Human Body Map 2.0 total RNA deep-sequencing library (GEO series accession number GSE30611). Reads consist of RNA samples derived from 16 tissues (GEO accession numbers GSM759522-GSM759537).
Hg19 annotated. We discovered branchpoints by searching for reads with inverted alignments. Reads with conventional alignments with fewer than four mismatches were eliminated. Each remaining read was split into all possible head and tail segments, in which each segment was at least 15 nt long. We mapped all head and tail segments to the genome using the Bowtie aligner 16 . Head and tail segments were required to have exactly one valid alignment and zero mismatches. Reads with segments that mapped in the expected order or did not map intronically were filtered. The remaining inverted reads were mapped to splice sites. In cases where the tail began at the first nucleotide of the intron and the head mapped within 500 nt upstream of a 3′ss, we determined that the read spans the lariat 2′-5′ linkage. In cases where there was alignment ambiguity, we allowed up to two mutations and assumed the alignment in which the tail mapped to the first nucleotide of the intron. The last nucleotide of the head was determined to be the branchpoint. Through this screen, 2,066 lariat reads were discovered (lariat_0-lariat_2065 in BED track). Reads that suggested branchpoints supported by spliced EST evidence were also reported. Nine lariat reads were discovered through this screen (lariat_2110-lariat_2118).
Unannotated transcripts with Illumina transcript support.
To discover lariats forming in unannotated transcripts, we built a library of potential spliced products inferred from the inverted reads. For each inverted read that did not map to an annotated 5′ss, we constructed a potential upstream exon by taking an 85-nt window upstream of the read tail. We created an array of 200 potential downstream exons by taking 85-nt windows at a distance of 1-200 nt from the end of the read head. These windows were artificially spliced together to create a set of potential spliced products. We aligned the Illumina reads against these spliced products, requiring that each read contain at least 15 nt on either side of the splice junction and not have any mismatches. In cases where a splice product was found and the implied intron contained a 5′ GT and 3′ AG sequence, the inverted read was determined to be a true lariat forming in an unannotated transcript. Through this screen, 44 lariat reads were discovered (lariat_2066-lariat_2109).
Lariats forming deep within introns.
From intronic out-of-order reads without transcript support, we filtered a high-confidence set of lariats by requiring that both the heads and tails were never annotated as exons (alternative events), the beginning of the tail had a patser score of at least 6.0 against a 5′ss positionspecific weight matrix, and the read had a mutation at the branchpoint 17 .
Scoring bona fide lariats for matches to the 5′ss position-specific weight matrix, we found that 83% score greater than 6.0. Of inverted gapped intronic alignments that lack transcript support, 0.5% score greater than 6.0-a two-fold excess relative to noninverted gapped intronic alignments (0.22%) or random intronic windows sampled (0.29%). The mutation rate of reverse transcriptase is 40-fold higher when reading through a 2′-5′ (as opposed to 3′-5′) phosphodiester bond (Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Demanding this mutation at potential lariats increases this 2-fold excess to 13-fold.
We counted the number of splicing events that used an annotated 5′ss without a 3′ss, an annotated 3′ss without a 5′ss or, lastly, an event deep within an intron that used no annotated splice sites. We also counted the number of bona fide lariats that passed the patser score and mutational and intronic filters, and we used that fraction to extrapolate how many true lariats without transcript support we expected to exist in our data.
Identifying hereditary disease mutations in branch-point motifs.
We selected the 66 Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) disease-causing splicing mutations located 20-35 bases upstream of a 3′ss (62 unique mutation positions) for examination. These mutations plus 7 nt of flanking sequence on either side were used as input for a ClustalW multiple-sequence alignment 18 . We used a maximal gap-open penalty in order to align the sequences without gaps. The ClustalW output was used to create a sequence logo with the application WebLogo 3 (ref. 19) . We counted the number of times a mutation occurred at each position within the sequence logo to create a histogram showing how often a particular position within the sequence was affected by a splicing mutation.
Branchpoint characterization. Conservation. Introns with a minimum of five reads were separated into single-and multiple-branchpoint categories. Fifty-one introns had single branchpoints. Nineteen introns were multiclass, for a total of 71 branchpoints. Conservation of branchpoint motifs was estimated from mammalian phastCon score averaged over a 7-nt window centered on each branchpoint. Single-branchpoint introns had significantly greater conservation (0.229, as compared to 0.013 for multiclass introns; P = 10 −22 by t-test).
Distance. The branchpoint distance was measured as the distance between the last nucleotide of the read head to the first downstream annotated 3′ss.
Mutational profile. Circular introns have a significantly different mutational profile than conventionally located branchpoints in lariat introns. The χ 2 test was used to compare the proportion of reads with an unambiguous base substitution at the transition site when this site occurred at position 0 as opposed to other locations.
Comparison of branchpoint distance between alternative and constitutive splicing events. mRNA exon-junction data were studied using the TopHat program 20 . We created a junction file consisting of all possible constitutive and exon skipping events within each annotated transcript. We aligned the Illumina reads using this junction file to determine how many reads spanned each splice junction. We calculated overall rates of alternative splicing and intersected these data with our lariat branchpoints. In Figure 1b , the average branchpoint-3′ss distance was measured for 2,066 reads. Resampling was used to compare the average distance of a series of 1,000 samples from different subsets of alternative events from the listed categories to the measured value.
Building a decision tree to model 3′ss selection. The number of AG dinucleotides between the branchpoint and the AG of the 3′ss was counted for the 2,066 annotated lariats. To determine the significance of our finding that 80% of the 3′ss were the first AG downstream of the splice site, 1,000 permutation trials simulated branchpoints (maintaining average 3′ss-branch-point distance) in introns to scan for the first AG.
AG-selection analysis was determined using the C5.0 software tool 11 . Introns with exactly one discovered branchpoint and one used 3′ss were considered in this analysis. The used AG, upstream AG (if extant), and downstream AG were included in the data set. First, the data were organized into a decision tree using classifiers from the literature, including the branchpoint-AG distance, the distance to surrounding AGs, the nucleotide upstream of the AG and the presence of secondary structure (as indicated by the Gibbs free energy, determined using RNAfold) 21 . In this initial run, the only informative classifiers were the presence or lack of an upstream AG, the branchpoint-AG distance and the distance to surrounding AGs. Next, a range of constraints for each of the distance classifiers was applied to the data set, and C5.0 was run on each of combination of constraints. The classifier sets with error rates lower than those of the literature classifier sets were run again on the data set, this time using half of the data set as training data and the other half as testing data. The highest-predictive-scoring classifier sets were subjected to ten-fold cross-validation trials. These trials were completed 1,000 times. The classifier set with the highest average predictive accuracy was used to create the decision tree.
RNA-protein interactions. Published cross-linking and immunoprecipitation (CLIP) data for FOX2 14 , PTB 13 , hnRNP C 12 and a panel of other hnRNP proteins 15 were mapped around the branchpoints. The FOX2, PTB, and hnRNP A1, hnRNP A2/B1, hnRNP F, hnRNP M and hnRNP U data sets were smoothed using the center coordinate and adding 15 nt to either side. The raw hnRNP C CLIP reads were aligned using Bowtie, and the last nucleotide was used as the binding point (as described in this study). We smoothed the hnRNP C data by adding 15 nt to either side of the binding point. Of this set of proteins, we included CLIP-tag density plots for proteins with at least 1,000 CLIP-taglariat-intron overlaps. 
